
Featuring fabrics from the

Dargate Ribbons collection by Margo Krager

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete
collection and download more FREE projects.
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68” x 68”

Fabric Requirements:  
Dargate Ribbons by Margo Krager for Windham Fabrics
Fat 1/8ths: Pink: 25925 25924 25926

Red: 25920 25918 25921
25922 25917 25919

Brown:25918 25917 25920 25921
Purple: 25918 25925 25924 25922 25926
Blue: 25921 25924 25922
Yellow:25920

1/4 yard: Blue: 25926 25925
3/8 yard: Background Prints:

25923/Purple 25923/Pink 25923/Blue
25917 25919

3/4 yard: Brown 25919
2 1/4 yards: Pink 25921 for borders and blocks
4 1/2 yards Blue 25926 for backing
3/4 yard: Red 25919 for bias binding

For Each Block:
Cut: A: One 4" square:

Pink 25921, 25926  or Blue
25926, 25921

B: Four 4" squares   
C: Two 3 3/8" squares, cut in

half once on the diagonal 
to form four half square triangles

D: One 6 1/4" square, cut on both diagonals to form
four quarter square triangles

Center Section:  Sew one B to one side of A.  Sew another B
to opposite side of A.  Stitch the long side of a C triangle to
the end of the strip.  Repeat on the opposite side.  Set aside.

Triangle Section:  Sew a short side of one D triangle to a B.
Repeat on opposite side.  Sew the long side of a D triangle to
the top of this unit.  Make two of these triangle sections.

To Complete Block:  Sew a triangle section to center strip.
Repeat on opposite side.

Make thirteen blocks with a pink fabric in the center and
twelve with blue.

To Complete Quilt Center:
Cut:  E: Sixteen 1 1/2" squares Brown 25919

From Pink : Two 7 1/2" x 54 1/2" and Two 7 1/2" x 
68 1/2".  Set these strips aside for the border.
Now cut  F:  Forty 1 1/2" x 10 1/2" strips

Alternate sewing  four F strips between five blocks to com-
plete first row.  Alternate sewing four E squares between five 
F strips to form a sashing row.  Attach the sashing row to the
first row.  Continue alternating a block row and a sashing row
until quilt center is complete.

Border:
The appliqué is very simple so it is easier to do the continuous rib-
bon after the borders are sewn to the quilt center.  Attach a 54 1/2"
strip to the left side of the quilt.  Repeat on the right side.  Attach a
68 1/2" strip to the top of the quilt.  Repeat on the bottom.
Enlarge the appliqué pattern 800%. The horizontal lines mark the
position of sashing strips in quilt center to make placement easier.
The pattern will need to be rotated and/or flipped to keep the birds
facing correctly. Appliqué the vine and then the birds to the border
in your preferred method.  The ribbon can be done in free flowing
curves that do not follow the pattern.  250" of 3/8" bias binding
(finished) is required.  The bird feet are embroidered with a chain
stitch using two strands of embroidery floss.

Layer, quilt and bind.
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